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How did we get here?



A Quick Timeline

1900’s 1930’s 1950’s 1970’s



…and TODAY



Consumer Habits & Needs

Customer Expectations

Country Regulatory Requirements

Competitor Benchmark



The 3 Different Stories

CONSUMERS CUSTOMERS COMPANIES

Each have their own challenges and 
solutions



CONSUMERS



THEN NOW

Expectations are rising rapidly!



Media Influence on Consumers



CUSTOMERS



Retailers expected to LEAD

WATER IS PRECIOUS ZERO WASTE & 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

REDUCING AND 
REUSING IS COOL 

AGAIN 

PLASTIC ENEMY #1  INNOVATING NEW 
FORMS AND 
MATERIALS



COMPANIES





100%
of our packaging

is recyclable or

reusable

No P&G packaging will find its way to the ocean

50% 
reduction

in global use
of virgin petroleum
plastic packaging   





THE PROBLEM



50% reduction in the use of virgin fossil-
based plastic  by 2025 across P&G Beauty. 



“There simply isn’t enough recycled content in the supply chain
today to enable us to reach our goals, and the only way to
make more is to drive higher recycling rates.”
‐ Roberta Barbieri, VP Global Sustainability, Pepsico

Recyclers, plastics processors and package manufacturers = cat‐bird seat





“China’s decision in 2017 to stop receiving the vast majority of plastic waste from other countries blew
the flimsy lid off our dysfunctional recycling system. That year, when the Chinese government announced
the National Sword policy, as it’s called, the U.S. sent 931 million kilograms of plastic waste to
China and Hong Kong. The U.S. has been offloading vast bundles of scrap this way since at least
1994, when the Environmental Protection Agency began tracking plastics exports. The practice has
served to both mask the mounting crisis and absolve U.S. consumers of guilt.”

“Over the decades, as production has grown exponentially, we’ve never managed to repurpose even
one-tenth of our plastic waste. Some of that failure can be blamed on careless consumers, but
much of the waste that is dutifully put into recycling bins and bags also gets landfilled and burned
because there’s no market for it.” The Intercept





Buried in plastic….but none to buy.



Resin Cost Outlook
• PCR capacity in Europe can only meet 16% of PET demand

today, capacity is sold out for 2021. Low Quality PET available.

• Recycled clear HDPE in Europe is almost sold out for 2021.

• P&G’s PCR demand growth projection is in line with both our
competitors and non-competes in the food/beverage industry,
this demand will continue to outstrip supply

• There are a limited number of PCR suppliers, none of whom
can individually fully support P&G’s needs across PCR types

• P&G must invest into supplier capacity expansion and enter
into long term agreements, whilst promoting methods to
increase feedstock availability (increased recycling rates)



A SOLUTION



P&G Lacks Influence

MRFRECYCLING 
GUIDELINE
S

TEXTILES

BEVERAGE

RECLAIMERS

+ Value Stream - Value Stream



The Money REALITY

Since 1960 the recycling rate rose
from 6.5% to 30%. It has not changed
since the year 2000. Data from EPA
website

ONLY 10-20% recovered 70-80% DISCARDED

+ -

~20%~50%

Other
~25%





We need a new infrastructure!

MRFRECYCLING 
GUIDELINE
S

TEXTILES

BEVERAGE

RECLAIMERS

+ Value Stream

NEW Value Stream
LOW 

VALUE 
PET



Brand

•Partner / Collaborate
•Create Value Stream for 
Waste Plastics

• Engage Customers and 
Consumers

•Market the success

MRF / 
Reclaimer

• Increase Curbside Collection
•Champion Brand Bins
•Reduce Landfill Wastes

Alternate 
Technologies

•Depolymerization (PET)
•Gasification (HDPE)
•Purification (PP)

Identify State and 
MRF to Initiate 
Piloting Trial

Initiate Partnerships and Trialing



Contact me if you are 
interested in helping to 
clean our environment!

agerton.ml@pg.com


